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The founding of the German Democratic Republic in 1949 on socialist 
principles involved an uneasy relationship between East German authorities 
and the new country's history. The official approach taken in the GDR over its 
forty year existence was to distance itself from what it termed 'imperialist' 
history and the western international powers associated with it, and to align 
itself with the communist USSR in the east. The perceived need to create a 
cultural and political break with the past in order to make a new, acceptably 
socialist history meant that GDR society was dominated by the idea of history 
as a vital identity-making tool. Yet public interest in the supposedly oppressive 
classes of German royalty and nobility did not always run counter to the 
GDR's cultural and political interests. Indeed, from the early years of the GDR, 
the tensions inherent in the historical and cultural policies of the state were 
exploited by, for example, art historians and writers to create a space in which 
they demonstrated that the myths and history associated with those classes 
were an important element in the identity of the GDR. Saxony, in particular, 
proved to be an exceptional space in which to do this. While great efforts were 
made to distance the GDR from Frederick the Great because of his 
associations with imperialism and German fascism in particular, Frederick’s 
historical antithesis, Friedrich August I (1670-1733), known as August the 
Strong, King of Poland and Elector of Saxony, provided an entirely different, 
and often highly contested, opportunity for historical and cultural identity-
building in the GDR.1 This is exhibited on the one hand by developments in 
the fraught discussions concerning the place of history in Dresden’s 
architecture and the place of (Saxon) Landesgeschichte in identity. On the 
other hand, it is demonstrated by the handling of August the Strong in a 
selection of historical novels published across the forty-year life of the GDR.  

Architecturally destroyed in the Allied bombings of 13-15 February 1945, 
Dresden presented the GDR authorities with the opportunity to rebuild it in a 
vision of a socialist city and society. When Walter Ulbricht set the first stone at 
the Altmarkt on 31 May 1953, he saw a reconstructed Dresden’s mission in 
the new state as symbolic of “den historischen Sieg der Arbeiterklasse über 
die kapitalistische Gesellschaftsordnung” that would utterly change the city, 
leading to a “sozialistische Umgestaltung der Stadt auf allen Gebieten des 
gesellschaftlichen Lebens, der Wirtschaft und der Kultur”.2 This characteristic 
emphasis on the Arbeiterklasse was in direct contrast to much of the original 
historic centre of Dresden, which had contained several buildings originally 
erected by or on behalf of the Saxon electors and kings. Significantly, 
however, although the residential palace remained in ruins, it was not 
                                                
1 Stefanie Flamm, “Der Palast der Republik,” in Deutsche Erinnerungsorte, ed. Etienne 
François and Hagen Schulze, (Munich: C.H. Beck, 2001), vol. II, 680; Frank-Lothar Kroll, 
“Friedrich der Große,” in Deutsche Erinnerungsorte, ed. François and Schulze, vol. III, 630-
35. 
2 Walter Ulbricht’s speech, 31 May, 1953, as quoted in Matthias Lerm, Abschied vom alten 
Dresden: Verluste historischer Bausubstanz nach 1945, 2nd edn (Leipzig: Forum, 1993), 110. 
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removed or replaced in the rebuilding of the city. Indeed, Dresden’s citizens 
frequently questioned the necessity of destroying many of the bombed out 
buildings which had formed landmarks on their cityscape, while local 
historians and conservationists worked hard to demonstrate their value.3 The 
public profile of this work centred on the local, and increasingly political, 
tension between the Saxon art historians and conservators, Hans Nadler 
(1910-2005) and Fritz Löffler (1899-1988), and Dresden’s mayor, Walter 
Weidauer (1899-1986). While Nadler and Löffler argued for a historically 
sensitive reconstruction of the city, Weidauer is reputed to have said, “Das 
sozialistische Dresden braucht weder Kirchen noch Barockfassaden”.4 
Attitudes in the GDR to how its material history should be treated were clearly 
not uniform. But where the interests of the authorities and the public 
converged or could be brought to converge, then work continued. The first of 
Dresden’s iconic buildings to be reconstructed was the Zwinger, originally built 
under August the Strong between 1709 and 1728 as an orangery, a site for 
courtly entertainments and to house some of his collections. Over the course 
of the centuries, it had taken on the public functions of a gallery and museum. 
Its reconstruction after 1945 envisaged that it would regain those functions 
and thus be a building for the public that demonstrated the artistic wealth of 
the GDR. Small areas of the Zwinger were in a condition to be open to the 
public from 1951 and the Gemäldegalerie was opened in 1956 as part of the 
city’s 750-year celebrations. 

From early on, it was clear that a wholesale reinvention of the city’s identity 
was simply not possible. Its history as a city of artistic and architectural 
heritage, not least as a result of its position as a royal residence, had to be 
acknowledged. The 750-year jubilee celebrations in Dresden were the ideal 
propagandistic opportunity for the governing SED (Sozialistische 
Einheitspartei Deutschlands) to show Dresden off to powers in the East and 
West as a model of socialist politics and society. Nevertheless, tensions were 
still visible, and the event serves to illustrate how Dresden and Saxony 
represented something of a special case, not only territorially in the GDR, but 
also in the historical and cultural construction of the new state.5 On one hand, 
the iconic Goldener Reiter statue of August the Strong completed by Ludwig 
Wiedemann between 1728 and 1730 was restored to its place on the 
Neumarkt, apparently in recognition of Dresden’s royal and electoral heritage. 
In contrast, the equestrian statue of Frederick the Great was removed from 
Unter den Linden in Berlin in 1951 and was not restored until thirty years later. 
On the other hand, however, the historical section of Dresden’s jubilee parade 
was much smaller than normal and was given a socialist interpretation. The 

                                                
3 Lerm, 40 and 111; H. Nadler, “The Castle as a ruin,” in The revival of Dresden, ed. W. Jäger 
and C.A. Brebbia, (Southampton and Boston: WIT Press, 2000), 54. 
4 As quoted in Astrid Pawasser, ‘Dresdens Weg: wie damals, nur schöner,’ Das Parlament 
16/17 (16-23 April 2007), 11. Löffler, of course, made his great defence of historic Dresden in 
his book, Das alte Dresden: Geschichte seiner Bauten (Dresden: Sachsenverlag, 1955), 
which sold successfully in the West. See also Dirk Syndram, ‘Das Nutzungskonzept des 
Dresdner Schlosses – fürstliche Selbstdarstellung und höfische Pracht,’ in Wege für das 
Berliner Schloss/Humboldt-Forum: Wiederaufbau und Rekonstruktion zerstörter 
Residenzschlösser in Deutschland und Europa (1945-2007), ed. Guido Hinterkeuser 
(Regensburg: Schnell&Steiner, 2008), 197-214, esp. 202. 
5 Jan Palmowski, Inventing a socialist nation: Heimat and the politics of everyday life in the 
GDR 1945-1990 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 17. 
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floats that depicted August the Strong and his son, Friedrich August II (August 
III; 1696-1763), followed a particularly strong socialist line: they were pushed 
by people dressed in rags. The period in which Dresden attained much of its 
significance as an artistic and cultural centre was reinterpreted as one in 
which ordinary people were exploited by the ruling class. The fact that the art 
purchased by those rulers could now be accessed by the public was 
acknowledged in the parade.6 However, that this was the case was also - 
according to the official line - due to the efforts of Socialism in the form of the 
Soviet army, which had taken the Saxon collections into ‘protection’ in 
Moscow at the end of the Second World War. In fact, the return of some of 
these collections in 1956 and 1958 was in response to a similar programme 
by the Western Allies and was a political decision that tied the fledgling East 
German state to the Soviet Bloc countries.7 

Historiography in the GDR did not remain static over the course of four 
decades. The historiographical treatment of figures like Frederick the Great, 
Bismarck, and Martin Luther underwent significant change and development. 
Initially treated as figures who had exploited or otherwise let down the working 
classes in the class struggles of their respective epochs, these views were 
being revised by the 1970s and 1980s as part of the GDR’s constant search 
for its own identity, whether in conjunction with or in contrast to the perceived 
identity of West Germany.8 All three of these figures had pan-Germanic 
significance for German historical identity, so rivalry between East and West in 
the second half of the twentieth century over their cultural ownership was 
fierce. 

With the dissolution of the Länder in the GDR in 1952 and their conversion 
to administrative Bezirke, and the insistence of the GDR on its sovereignty as 
a separate state, formal handling of the heritage and identity of the individual 
German states underwent considerable change. The emphasis of identity 
formation turned from, for example, formal historical narratives involving kings 
and figures of state to that of ‘everyday’ Heimat practices in the regions, as an 
attempt to encourage an emotional attachment to the new state or at least of 
ensuring public agreement with state policies.9 East German 

                                                
6 Ulrich Rosseaux, “Das ambivalente Jubiläum: die 750-Jahr-Feier Dresdens 1956,” Dresdner 
Hefte 87 (2006): 52-53. 
7 Grigori Kozlov, “Entscheidung in Moskau,” Dresdner Hefte 87 (2006): 5-9. In fact, the 1950s 
was a fruitful time for programmes of pointed artistic diplomacy, as the GDR engaged in a 
similar programme of restoration of art collections with socialist Poland. Poland did not 
undertake such an exchange with the Federal Republic of Germany, however. See Uwe 
Hartmann, “Geschenke vom Brudervolk?: Anmerkungen zur Rückführung von kriegsbedingt 
verlagerten Kulturgütern zwischen der DDR und der Volksrepublik Polen,” Kunstchronik 56 
(2003): 302-307. 
8 Jan Herman Brinks, Die DDR-Geschichtswissenschaft auf dem Weg zur deutschen Einheit; 
Luther, Friedrich II und Bismarck als Paradigmen politischen Wandels (Frankfurt and New 
York: Campus, 1992), 9-12. See also Robert F. Goeckel, “The Luther anniversary in East 
Germany,” World Politics 37 (1984): 112-33 (114-16); Stephen P. Hoffmann, “The GDR, 
Luther, and the German Question,” The Review of Politics 48 (1986): 246-63 (248); Edgar 
Wolfrum, “Die Preußen-Renaissance: Geschichtspolitik im deutsch-deutschen Konflikt,” in 
Verwaltete Vergangenheit: Geschichtskultur und Herrschaftslegitimation in der DDR, ed. 
Martin Sabrow (Leipzig: Akademische Verlagsanstalt, 1997), 145-66 (160-61). 
9 See Palmowski. Palmowski uses James C. Scott’s model of the ‘public transcript’ to explore 
the relationship between the ordinary GDR citizen and the state through the complex concept 
of Heimat. 
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Landesgeschichte experienced a difficult period in which it was officially 
viewed as “die Inkarnation der Relikte einer reaktionären Variante der 
‘bürgerlichen Geschichtsschreibung’”, and after the university reforms of 
1968, Landesgeschichte was removed from the university curriculum 
entirely.10 Yet in the 1970s, there was a Landesgeschichte revival and it was 
once more seen as another way of fostering patriotism, “über die Heimatliebe 
die Verbundenheit mit dem Staat zu stärken”.11 Once again, Saxony formed a 
special case in that Leipzig University, then Karl-Marx-University, was 
instrumental in maintaining research into Landesgeschichte after 1952 until 
1968, in the face of uncertain funding and efforts to centralise the subject in 
Berlin.12 The Sächsische Heimatblätter were founded in the 1950s and by the 
mid-1960s had given rise to a daughter publication, the Jahrbuch für 
Regionalgeschichte, but they were the only examples of publications of their 
type in the GDR into the 1970s.13  

This struggle to maintain the subject notwithstanding, it was not until Karl 
Czok began publishing his studies of August the Strong in the 1980s that 
GDR historians began seriously to turn their attention to him. In his 1987 
study August der Starke und Kursachsen, Czok calls for a re-evaluation of the 
negative views of August the Strong that prevailed in the nineteenth century 
and up to the 1920s, but he is also imbued with a degree of socialist 
conservatism when he comments that “der Absolutismus erwies sich als 
unfähig, die Zunahme und Bewegung der Armen und Verelendeten 
einzudämmen”.14 Czok’s August did not rule for the sake of preserving power 
for himself and was open to technological innovation, employing both 
‘ordinary’ people and the nobility in order to balance power and to best 
promote his interests as ruler.15 But he also recommends caution in the 
GDR’s emphasis on rehabilitating Frederick the Great and Prussia in the 
1970s and 1980s, pointing out that no ruler of the period was concerned with 
national interests.16 The dichotomous trend of identifying potentially positive 
innovative processes or developments under figures otherwise deemed 
oppressors and exploiters of the working class is characteristic of the GDR’s 
new assessment of its Prussian past, but it was not restricted to a single figure 

                                                
10 Ulrich Heß, “Sachsen im 20. Jahrhundert: Wiederentdeckung seiner Region oder 
Neukonstruktion einer regionalen Identität?,” in Nach dem Erdbeben: (Re-)Konstruktionen 
ostdeutscher Geschichte und Geschichtswissenschaft, ed. Konrad H. Jarausch and Matthias 
Middell (Leipzig: Leipziger Universitätsverlag, 1994), 288-303 (289); Manfred Unger, “Die 
Historische Kommission des Landes Sachsen 1945-1956,” in Geschichtsforschung in 
Sachsen: von der Sächsischen Kommission für Geschichte zur Historischen Kommission bei 
der Sächsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig 1896-1996, ed. Reiner Groß 
(Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1996), 74-102 (93-94); Reiner Groß, “Möglichkeiten  und Grenzen 
landesgeschichtlicher Arbeit in der DDR,” in Groß, 103-15 (105). 
11 Helga Schultz, “Die DDR-Geschichtswissenschaft in der Mitte der siebzigen Jahre: 
Paradigmawechsel oder konservative Wende?,” in Die DDR-Geschichtswissenschaft als 
Forschungsproblem, ed. Georg G. Iggers and others (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 1998), 233-34. 
12 See Unger, 94-96. 
13 Katrin Keller, “Landesgeschichte zwischen Wissenschaft und Politik: August der Starke als 
sächsisches ‘Nationalsymbol’,” in Nach dem Erdbeben: (Re-)Konstruktionen ostdeutscher 
Geschichte und Geschichtswissenschaft, ed. Konrad H. Jarausch and Matthias Middell 
(Leipzig: Leipziger Universitätsverlag, 1994), 195-215 (204). 
14 Karl Czok, August der Starke und Kursachsen (Munich: C.H. Beck, 1988), 265. 
15 Ibid, 266-67 and 271. 
16 Ibid, 273.  
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or region.17 However, while the increase of historical reassessments of 
Frederick the Great and Prussia in the 1970s and 1980s also brought with it a 
renewed interest in literary rehabilitations of the subject after the more 
negative depictions of the 1950s, literary considerations of August the Strong 
were more consistently critical, but nonetheless popular.18  

The earliest literary treatment of August the Strong in the GDR was by the 
Saxon writer, dramatist and poet Kurt Arnold Findeisen (1883-1963). Over the 
course of his long career, during which he was awarded not only the 
Lessingpreis des Landes Sachsen in 1929, but also the Literaturpreis der 
Stadt Dresden in 1956, his focus was on the Heimat on the one hand, and on 
the artist on the other.19 His 1954 novel Der goldene Reiter und sein 
Verhängnis remains in this vein, the plot covering the changing fortunes of 
Dresden under August the Strong and his successors. The story is told 
through a fictional edited ‘memoir’ of the royal librarian, Moritz Rüger, with a 
preface and epilogue by his son, Christoph. Moritz’s account of the rise and 
fall of the city is told through the prism of his close acquaintance with the city’s 
premier artists and craftsmen, in particular Balthasar Permoser (sculptor; 
1651-1732), Johann Melchior Dinglinger (goldsmith; 1664-1731), Matthäus 
Daniel Pöppelmann (architect; 1662-1736), and Joseph Fröhlich (court fool; 
1694-1757).  

The successive rulers of Saxony do not appear in the novel except when 
they are mentioned by other characters. Initially, Moritz does not express 
particular criticism of August, though a critical tone is present in his voice. This 
gradually increases as Moritz grows older, encouraged by the radical voice of 
Permoser and by the critical voice of Fröhlich. The excesses and the luxury of 
the upper classes only exacerbate and underline the suffering of the lower 
classes; the upper classes are seen by Permoser and Fröhlich as exploiting 
the workers and craftsmen, a situation embodied in the fate of Johann 
Friedrich Böttger (1682-1719), the alchemist who developed European 
porcelain: 
 

“Wie kommen [die Fürsten] dazu, zu behaupten: Der Mann 
gehört mir, weil er Gold machen kann oder Porzellan oder 
sonstwas? Wer hat ihnen ein solch Privilegium eingeräumt? [...] 
Alles usurpiert, alles angemaßt, alles geraubt! Der Teufel soll die 
Welt holen, die so was zuläßt!”20 

 
 

                                                
17 Kroll, 633-35; Schultz, 234-36. 
18 Patricia Herminghouse, “Die Preussen kommen! Preussisches Erbe in der neueren DDR-
Literatur und Geschichtsschreibung,” in Die Literatur der DDR, 1976-1986, ed. Anna Chiarloni 
and others (Pisa: Giardini, 1988), 381-91. Herminghouse mainly analyses dramas on 
Frederick the Great, including Der Müller von Sanssouci (1975) by Peter Hacks among 
others. She makes reference to the unfinished novel, Die traurige Geschichte von Friedrich 
dem Großen (1962) by Heinrich Mann, but notes that “in literarischen Werken der 80er Jahre 
wird vielmehr der Prozeß der Wiederaneignung des preußischen Erbes als die historische 
Bürde dieses Erbes einer kritsichen Beleuchtung unterzogen” (386). 
19 Joachim Ret and others (eds.), Schriftsteller der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik 
(Leipzig: VEB Verlag für Buch- und Bibliothekswesen, 1961), 48. 
20 Kurt Arnold Findeisen, Der goldene Reiter und sein Verhängnis (Berlin: Verlag der Nation, 
1954 [1990]), 55 (hereafter cited in text as DgR). 
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The artist and worker/craftsman here are merged into one, so that the artist is 
craftsman. Under August III, Moritz sees a long line of craftsmen outside the 
minister Heinrich von Brühl’s palace, not queuing for alms and food, but to 
demand (many for the umpteenth time) payment for the services they have 
provided in order that Brühl may live in luxury (DgR, 205). The end of Moritz’s 
memoir and Christoph’s epilogue are united in a call for social reform, even 
social revolution: 
 

Es springt in die Augen, daß hier nicht nur der einzelne einzeln 
schuldig befunden werden kann, sondern daß eine 
Gesamtschuld den Verhältnissen zur Last gelegt werden muß. 
Solange [...] die Vorrechte bevorzugter Schichten den 
allgemeinen Menschenrechten hohnsprechen, solange kann es 
nicht besser werden. [...] Auch ist mir [Moritz] klar, daß jeder, 
dem der Seifensieder aufgegangen, von der Kritik zum Handeln 
fortschreiten muß. (DgR, 284) 

 
Christoph writes excitedly in the aftermath of the French Revolution and 
declares this to be the great turning point in history, the new dawn that will 
knock the arrogant ‘goldene Reiter’ of the rich and powerful from their 
pedestals. Nevertheless, Christoph’s argument for these golden horsemen is 
not that they should be entirely removed from history, but that they should be 
acknowledged within the new (socialist) world he claims is arriving. 
 

Der goldene Reiter! Kann er hinwiederum nicht von der Zeit, die 
ihn überwand, mit der Großmut des Siegers angesprochen 
werden als die Symbolisierung eines eigenwilligen und zugleich 
spielerisch übertreibenden Daseinsdrangs, der seiner Epoche 
dadurch ein eigen Gesicht gab, daß er über seine irdische 
Körperlichkeit hinaus am Rausch der ewigen Schönheit 
teilhaben wollte und im unvergänglichen Reiche der Kunst 
stündlich und täglich zu neuen Offenbarungen unterwegs war? 

Der goldene Reiter! Mag er also immerhin im guten wie im 
bösen in diesen Aufzeichnungen einen gleichnishaften Auftrag 
durchführen, nachdem er für uns seinen historischen Namen 
abgeworfen hat zugleich mit dem, was an seiner Inkarnation 
verneinend war. Das Ja seines Wesens, das die Schöne liebte, 
sei für diese Blätter zugleich seine Rechtfertigung! (DgR, 301) 

 
This plea - that art should be appreciated for art’s sake, regardless of the 
negative values of the system from which it sprang - mirrors the depiction of 
August in this novel and the pro-reconstruction argument in 1950s Dresden. 
August is the ‘goldene Reiter’, identified with the golden equestrian statue 
depicting him that stands on the Neustädter Markt in Dresden and more 
figuratively as representative of all princely leaders. Importantly, it is August’s 
relationship with his artists, craftsmen, and scientists that differentiates him 
from his peers. Under him, art and artists in Saxony are able to flourish. 
Dinglinger emphasises to the young Moritz the international nature of artistic 
production in Saxony, saying “[...] Es kommen hier allerhand Leut' zusammen 
[...]” (DgR, 17). August can tolerate criticism and he values talent, so the likes 
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of Permoser and Fröhlich are hired and retained, in spite of their 
outspokenness. The older, more socialist, Moritz allows August this at his 
death: 
 

Wenn man von den ihm angedichteten tausend Tugenden auch 
so manche fallenlassen muß bei genauerem Hinsehen, so 
erscheint es billig, ihm eine trotz allem zu belassen: er war 
ritterlich. Schon aus dieser Ritterlichkeit heraus wäre es ihm nie 
in den Sinn gekommen, seine großen Hofkünstler, sosehr sie 
ihm bei Gelegenheit heimlich oder öffentlich widerstrebten, 
gänzlich im Stich zu lassen. (DgR, 169) 

 
The deaths of August and his most significant artists represent a caesura in 
the political and artistic fortunes of Saxony. August III is entirely disengaged 
from the responsibilities of rule and dedicated only to his collections of 
paintings, while Brühl’s extensive artistic patronage is not a benign force. As a 
result of this and the Prussian invasion of Saxony, the country is ravaged and 
its artists scatter, making it difficult to train the next generation. It is the 
invading Prussian who sacks all Dresden’s workers at the opera; the 
appearance of Frederick the Great in his simple uniform impresses Moritz, but 
he is also convinced that the man is “kalt und eitel” (DgR, 245-246). Indeed, 
the relationship of the artist to Prussian royalty is entirely the opposite of that 
to August the Strong. Permoser contrasts the two radically different courts of 
Berlin and Dresden and finds the Prussian more virtuous, more humble in its 
understanding of the relative status of earthly power in the face of what 
Permoser terms “ein[e] höher[e] Macht als Fürstenmacht, Respekt vor, na ja, 
vor dem Himmel”. But Frederick is tyrannical and militaristic, and a penny 
pinching court “wo man den Groschen dreimal umdreht” is not to Permoser’s 
taste as an artist either (DgR, 69-70).  

Findeisen’s novel makes a socialist argument for viewing the artist as 
craftsman – and as king. Moritz compares the court jeweller Dinglinger with 
August the Strong: both have a jovial nature and, of all the court artists, it is 
with Dinglinger that August gets along best. August entertains a large number 
of mistresses, while Dinglinger marries and is widowed several times, so the 
two men are by no means represented as essentially identical characters in 
their values and approach to life. Nevertheless, the reader is invited to see 
what may be the ‘better’ side of August’s royal status through this comparison. 
Indeed, it is Dinglinger who frequently defends August against Permoser, 
reminding him of the good conditions under which they work as artists under 
August. This does not prevent Dinglinger being proud of his status: 
 

“ein Goldschmied hat ein Wappen und eine Krone, die trägt er 
unsichtbar mit sich herum.” Aber schon meldete sich in ihm 
seine große Bescheidenheit, denn er setzte hinzu: “Mein Vater 
war ein Messerschmied, was immer ein edel Handwerk 
gewesen, und meine Mutter war eine Goldschmiedstochter, 
auch war ich wie meine lieben Brüder bei tüchtigen 
Goldschmieden in der Lehre, so ist das alles nicht weiter 
verwunderlich.” (DgR, 147) 
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In tracing his dynastic line, Dinglinger merges in himself the craftsman and the 
man of noble lineage. Clearly this makes claims for the prestigious status of 
the craftsman in a newly socialist Germany in 1954, but it also pleads for a 
more nuanced view of the role of the nobility in history. Some aspects of 
August the Strong are incorporated into the figure of Dinglinger, and the fairly 
close and tolerant relationship August is depicted as having with his artists 
make him a less clear-cut and negative figure than Frederick the Great. The 
nobility of kingship may be conferred on the artist-craftsman, but the inverse 
of this is also implied: the nobility of the artist is conferred on August by virtue 
of his promotion of the arts. 

The novel’s introductory passages indicate that it is to be read in the light of 
the founding of the GDR in 1949. Moritz’s son, Christoph, speaks of himself in 
his introduction to the memoir, and of the generation that came after his father 
and after the great wars of eighteenth-century Germany, as belonging to those 
who “der großen Wende der Zeit eine neue Menschenwürde danken” (DgR, 
5). The political and social caesura may be great, but the narrators Christoph 
and Moritz make clear that this great Wende was foreshadowed in history. 
This highlights for the reader the intended parallels with modern Germany, but 
it also highlights the need for the present to engage with the past, not to 
ignore or forget it. This at a time when Dresden was still largely in ruins, most 
of its art collections and treasures in Soviet possession, and considerable 
doubt hung over the question of how to approach the task of rebuilding the 
city and what it should stand for in the new Germany. But it goes beyond 
simply acknowledging the role August played as a noble patron of art in 
shaping the city and blurs the boundaries between elector-king, artist, and 
craftsman, thereby giving this historical figure a positive socialist spin when 
his historical peers were subject to negative socialist revision of a kind that 
would not be reconsidered for another twenty years. 

If Findeisen’s novel pleaded for a socialist vision of the artist as worker, as 
well as an ideal relationship between the (historical) arts and the new GDR 
regime, Joachim Walther’s (1943-) novel Bewerbung bei Hofe (1982) makes a 
similar plea, but with much greater background criticism of the realities of a 
Socialist regime. Johann Christian Günther’s (1695-1723) failed attempt in 
1719 to become court poet to August the Strong is told through the fictional 
diary of the poet and master of ceremonies to the Dresden court, Johann von 
Besser (1654-1729), with the addition of real material, such as Günther’s 
poetry. Written with clear parallels between what Walther terms 
Feudalabsolutismus and the social and artistic conditions under GDR 
socialism, the novel was subjected to close scrutiny by the authorities. After 
the Wende, Walther wrote gleefully of the censor’s report: 
 

Das Schöne daran war, daß er sich alle Jacken anzog, die ich in 
den Text gehängt hatte, und siehe da: sie paßten hervorragend, 
wie auf den Leib geschneidert.21 

                                                
21 Joachim Walther, “Jacken, die ich in den Text gehängt hatte,” in Zensur in der DDR: 
Ausstellungsbuch: Geschichte, Praxis und “Ästhetik” der Behinderung von Literatur, ed. Ernst 
Wichner and Herbert Wiesner (Berlin: Brinkmann und Bose, 1991), 26-27. It is, perhaps, 
worth pointing out that Bewerbung bei Hofe received a number of positive reviews in both the 
West and (more cautious) East German press. See, for example, Konrad Franke, “Von Pracht 
und Armut,” Süddeutsche Zeitung, 28/29 May 1983, and Ariane Beygang , “Zeitbild und ein 
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The result was that publication of the novel was delayed by two years. The 
issue of the historicity or fictionality of the text or texts in the book, which was 
problematic for the censor, is deliberately highlighted and blurred by Walther 
in his prefatory note, entitled “Die subjektive Authentizität erfundener 
Tatsachen”, in which he declares that his novel treads quite a fine line 
between fictional and ‘real’, historical text. 
 

Diese Veröffentlichung beabsichtigt nicht primär die Suggestion 
antiquarischer Echtheit. Deshalb wurden Orthographie, 
Interpunktion und heute unzumutbare Bizarrerien dieses in 
spätbarockem Deutsch verfaßten Tagebuches dem Sprachge-
brauch unseres fortgeschrittenen Jahrhunderts angeglichen. 

Allerdings ohne [...] inhaltlich etwas aus aktuellen Rück- oder 
Absichten abzuändern oder auszulassen. Wohl aber einzufügen 
mit bestem Wissen und Gewissen und aus gegenwärtigem und, 
zugegeben, persönlichem Interesse an der Geschichte[...].22 

 
Walther’s novel purports here to have been originally a single text, 
linguistically modernised and embellished precisely in order to make it 
relevant to his modern readership and to bring history into the present – after 
all, he argues, there is a demand for it. However, the designation of the book 
as an historical novel was imposed against his wishes by his publishers.23 By 
neutralising the text as a simple image of the past in his preface, Walther 
effectively declares his novel to be an analogy for his readership’s present. 

On one hand, Bewerbung bei Hofe is a comment on the difficulties for 
exceptional artistic talent to make itself publicly known and celebrated in a 
system that refuses to sanction any art that does not put itself entirely at the 
service of the regime. Günther, although acknowledged to be an extremely 
talented poet, is unable to smother his criticism of the effects of August the 
Strong’s regime and the behaviour of those in power, and unable to bring 
himself to take on the code of behaviour demanded by the court. 
Consequently, he fails to gain the position of court poet. On the other hand, 
the novel goes beyond commenting on art censorship to a representation of a 
society in which everybody is involved in a form of censorship. Monitoring 
themselves and each other, individuals scrabble to maintain or improve their 
social position through a semi-acknowledged system of espionage, bribery, 
and nepotistic patronage, whether they recognise the self-perpetuating 
coerciveness of the system or not. Johann von Besser, seeking to secure his 
position at court by promoting a protégé, employs a spy to follow Günther and 
bring him regular reports on his background and movements in Dresden. 
Besser admires Günther’s poetry, but his sympathy alternates with 
exasperation in the face of Günther’s refusal to work within the constraints of 

                                                                                                                                       
Stück Literaturgeschichte,” Neues Deutschland, 4/5 June 1983. Along with all the novels (and 
film) discussed in this article, it went through several editions and is readily available second 
hand, if not new. 
22 Joachim Walther, Bewerbung bei Hofe, 4th edn (Berlin: Verlag Neues Leben, 1987 [1982]), 
7 (hereafter cited in the text as BbH). 
23 Reinhard Andress, “Feudalabsolutistisches Barock und DDR-Literaturverhältnisse: Johann 
Christian Günther in Joachim Walthers Roman Bewerbung bei Hofe,” Studies in GDR Culture 
and Society 10 (1991): 186. 
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court and social practices. Still, Besser acknowledges that the purpose of art 
has been hijacked by this regime and by the damaging effects on society of 
pervasive censorship. Tired of the existence he has found himself living at 
court, he comments “Ich bin des Lobens, nicht des Lebens müde. Und loben 
muß ich, um zu leben” (BbH, 17). Attempting to find value in mere existence, 
mostly, ironically, through valuing hierarchy, results in a quantitative rather 
than qualitative, and thereby rather empty, approach to life. Besser measures 
his importance in the Prussian court by how close he is to the king: “da 
glänzte ich hinter dem Hofmarschall und vor den Generalmajoren auf der 17. 
Position [...]” (BbH, 17). Instead of trying to measure his merit as an artist by 
comparing his work with that of other poets, he measures his achievement in 
terms of longevity against the ages of significant poets, writers, and 
theoreticians (BbH, 24-25). 

This is a world populated by officials and dignitaries of varying, and often 
very slight, significance within the hierarchy; despite the fact that Günther’s 
presence in Dresden is due solely to the fact that he is to be put forward as a 
candidate for court poet to August the Strong and his court, the king rarely 
makes an appearance in the plot. This is restricted to the event of Günther’s 
audience at court, where he competes for the position of court poet. Yet 
August is also ever-present in the unofficial court diary that Besser keeps, 
appended to the entries in his own diary. These are simple statements of the 
monarch’s activities that day, without particular reference to his character or 
moods. Instead, the reader is encouraged to think of the court as an extension 
of the king, and these are both characterised through sex. Members of the 
court and high-ranking members of the city take part in orgies hosted by 
ministers or the unofficially sanctioned ‘escort’ business of Madame 
Zawadzka. Günther is encouraged to write titillating poetry in order to impress 
August. Power and impotence run through the novel, from Besser’s 
impotence as a courtier, as a sexual partner, and as a poet, through to 
August’s own appearance of power, yet impotence in political matters. This is 
amply illustrated during Günther’s audience with him: he and Besser see a 
group consisting of monarch, mistresses (the ex-mistress Maria Aurora von 
Königsmarck and the current mistress Christine von Osterhausen), courtiers, 
and servants arranged for the greatest visual impact, but with the impressive 
façade showing cracks: 
 

Trotz des Puders und der Schminke sah ich [Besser], wie schlaff 
die Haut geworden, wie schwer die Augenlider, wie der 
einstmals reckenhafte Körper nunmehr nur noch massig wirkte, 
[...]: man sah dem König heuer seine neunundvierzig Jahre an, 
die Jugend, die zur Schau zu stellen er sich immerdar bemüht, 
war vorbei [...]. (BbH, 279) 

 
Distracted by the sound of meal preparations in the neighbouring dining room, 
August tells the candidates and their seconds to hurry up with their 
submissions. When judging between the candidates, August relies not on his 
own opinion, but on those of the women accompanying him, consulting both, 
but paying more attention to the frivolous opinions of Osterhausen than the 
literary critique of Königsmarck, who does her best to encourage Günther; 
August is given over entirely to the pleasures of the flesh and entertainment. 
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Throughout, it is clear that it is not the king who has control over matters of 
state or his people, but the bureaucratic machine beneath him. Even so, 
August symbolically represents his country and metaphorically the GDR. 
Interested only in possessing power, August has, whether purposely or not, 
effectively abdicated all actual political power to his ministers and their 
underlings. He is in turns kept and keeps himself in a state of apparently 
uninterested torpor through appeals to his love of the sensual, so that he only 
has the appearance of power. Günther makes the point forcefully to Besser 
just before he leaves Dresden. 
 

Die Religion des Königs [...] ist allein die Macht, dafür betet er 
und preßt das Land, indem er scheinheilig die Hände faltet, und 
doch: Was ist das für ein König - ein König ohne Krone? [...] 
Zentralgewalt braucht Männer, nicht diese gepuderten Menuett-
Tänzer, die grausam sind, weil sie sich fürchten und weichliche 
Wünsche hegen wie diese: Man müsse in den Herzen der 
Untertanen regieren, völlige Unterwerfung der Menschen 
komme nur aus der Zuneigung, nicht aus der Furcht - so wird 
die eifrig studierte Weiberpsyche zur Staatsdoktrin, und Tricks, 
mit denen man vielleicht im Bette glänzen kann, zur hohen 
Politik, sie demonstrieren Macht durch Glanz, doch unter der 
Glasur nagt Rost [...]. (BbH, 345) 

 
The point is amply demonstrated in the behaviour of August’s subjects: 
Besser, finding his independence as a poet taken away from him – a process 
in which he has been in part complicit – turns to sensual activities to try to fill 
the gap. He recognises his sexual impotence as starting around the time his 
housekeeper began to trust him less, when he became more involved in the 
court bureaucracy and its modes of expression, but he continues to attempt to 
engage in sexual activity with her and other women.  

The Saxon populace, though they grumble about high taxation and high 
food prices, though they are unenthusiastic at the prospect of displays of 
state, are nonetheless swept along by the grandeur of the Electoral prince’s 
wedding in 1719. Besser comments on the effect as he looks out at the 
crowds from within a carriage in the procession. He seems at once resigned 
and despairing at the cycle of self-delusion and oppression that unfolds time 
and again: 
 

[...] Ist es nicht immer so: Erst mault das Volk, dann aber läßt es 
sich von dem grand Arrangement, von Pracht und Glanz 
hinreißen und klatscht begeistert in die Hände, geradeso, als 
wär’s ein riesenhaftes Kind, das nie erwachsen wird. (BbH, 424-
425) 

 
Infantilisation, or the constant search for the next fix of sensual entertainment 
above intellectual engagement in the most general sense, comprises the main 
complaint of Walther’s novel. Where the maintenance of power for its own 
sake becomes the end goal, Walther depicts a society in which coercion is 
everywhere, not least within individuals themselves, and the pattern is 
repeated from top to bottom. This is a society which, unlike Findeisen’s vision 
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of the ideal socialist relationship between artist and patron, will tolerate no 
criticism, particularly emanating from the arts. However, by removing criticism 
from the public eye, employing or publishing only those who agree with the 
party line, and substituting ‘Glanz’ for political acumen and integrity, those in 
power risk not only disengaging the populace from politics, but also from 
themselves, thereby actually damaging their own power. Blinded by their own 
propaganda, the powerful – August the Strong, the SED, the GDR authorities 
in general – have actually rendered themselves impotent, or at least dubious, 
as a credible political authority. Hence Günther’s cry, “Was ist das für ein 
König - ein König ohne Krone?” 

However, the general public in the GDR would have had greater access to 
August the Strong as characterised by an author who was not original to East 
German literature or even German, but who was nonetheless 
instrumentalised in a process of GDR identity formation over its forty-year 
existence: the so-called “Sachsen-Trilogie” consisting of the novels Gräfin 
Cosel, Brühl and Aus dem siebenjährigen Krieg by the nineteenth-century 
Polish writer, Józef Ignacy Kraszewski (1812-1887). Kraszewski had been 
exiled from Poland in 1863 as a result of his associations with anti-Partition 
groups and lived for most of his remaining life in Dresden. He quickly made a 
name for himself and as early as 1856 he was hailed as “der Wiederentdecker 
der polnischen Novelle”.24 Kraszewski's output was wide-ranging and 
extremely extensive, resulting in criticism of the effect his ‘Vielschreiberei’ had 
on the quality of his work. However, close to the end of Kraszewski's life in 
1880, Robert Waldmüller could still write of the extraordinary literary influence 
the author had on the cultural awareness of his fellow Poles.25 Although he 
lived in Germany for three decades, he published exclusively in Polish, 
working to encourage a Polish national cultural consciousness and arguing for 
“die nationale Freiheit unterdrückter Völker”.26 His official reception by 
contemporary German-language media seems to have petered out after his 
arrest in 1884 on charges of espionage. He died in Geneva in 1887. 

This brief sketch of Kraszewski’s life and work gives some indications of 
why he might have been useful to the general cultural policy of the GDR: as a 
significant Polish author associated with a nationalist movement, 
dissemination and promotion of his work was an ideal way to encourage 
cultural links to the GDR's immediate neighbour and fellow socialist state to 
the east, thereby turning its back on cultural links to the west. Engaging with 
the nationalist elements of Kraszewski’s work, particularly its links to East 
German history, was a simple way to encourage an interest in developing an 
East German identity, and it started early. The (East) German revival of 
interest in Kraszewski's work occurred in the early 1950s, when Gräfin Cosel, 
originally published in 1873, was published in a new German translation by 
                                                
24 Johannes Nikolaus Fritz, “J.I. Kraszewski, der Wiederentdecker der polnischen Novelle,” 
Magazin für die Literatur des Auslandes, April 10, 1856, as quoted in Eduard Merian, “Zur 
Kraszewski-Rezeption in Deutschland im 19. Jahrhundert,” in Józef Ignacy Kraszewski (1812-
1887): Seine Werke und ihr Widerhall, ed. Eduard Merian (Leipzig: Karl-Marx-Universität, 
1988), 8. 
25 Robert Waldmüller, “Ein polnischer Romandichter,” Blätter für literarische Unterhaltung, 9 
September, 1880, 588. For an account of Kraszewski's activities, see Józef Bachórz, “Józef 
Ignacy Kraszewski,” Wirtualna Biblioteka Literatury Polskiej, http://literat.ug.edu.pl/ (accessed 
November 4, 2009). 
26 Horst Hennig, “Zum Geleit,” in Józef Ignacy Kraszewski, ed. Merian, 5. 
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Greifen publishing house. In 1956, it appeared in regular instalments in the 
literature column of the newspaper Sächsisches Tageblatt, the official 
mouthpiece of the pro-SED Liberal-Democratic Party. The novel was, and 
remains, the best known of the “Sachsen-Trilogie”. Along with the other two 
novels, Brühl and Aus dem siebenjährigen Krieg, and a selection of further 
Kraszewski titles, it was translated by Alois Hermann, Professor of Polish 
Literature at the Humboldt University, and his wife Lieselotte Hermann. The 
translators and their publisher, Karl Dietz, manager of the publishing house 
Greifen, were noted in the 1980s as having selected from Kraszewski's vast 
oeuvre not on the basis of literary quality but on the “Möglichkeit und 
Nützlichkeit ihrer Herausgabe”.27 It is difficult not to see in this the influence of 
official GDR cultural policy on the publication of Kraszewski’s work during this 
period. This not least because literature in this early period of the GDR was 
given a didactic task to perform in creating the new socialist society, 
particularly through providing positive heroes to act as political role models 
suitable for imitation by the East German readership.28  

The prevalent theme in all three novels is the Polish national character and 
the lot of the Polish nation. Gräfin Cosel, the only novel of the trilogy that 
takes place solely in the reign of August the Strong, deals with the rise and fall 
of August’s most infamous mistress, Constantia von Cosel (1680-1765), who 
was rumoured to have been promised marriage by the elector-king and spent 
nearly fifty years incarcerated in the castle at Stolpen. Kraszewski picks out 
August in particular to create a literary figure who is the epitome of all that is 
least desirable in a national character and emphasises this through August’s 
juxtaposition with a fictional Polish character, the impoverished Polish 
nobleman Raimund Zaklika. Zaklika, charged by the elector with Constantia’s 
safety, helps her to avoid the machinations of courtiers to unseat her in 
August’s affections for several years, and later aids her in escape attempts 
first from Dresden and later from Stolpen. He is also charged with 
safeguarding the marriage document between Constantia and August, which 
she refuses to hand over to August. This is the reason in the novel for her 
incarceration. 

Karolina Kurzak recently noted Kraszewski’s use of the theme of (sinful) 
luxury in Gräfin Cosel. For Kurzak, the opening of the novel makes a clear 
statement of the destructive relationship between the abuse of luxury (i.e. 
moral decrepitude), its links with western capitalism and ‘progress’, and the 
disintegration of real power:29 
 

Er brach Hufeisen und Menschen, überwand Trauer und 
Schicksalsschläge, ihn vermochte nichts unterzukriegen. In ganz 
Deutschland, ja in ganz Europa brillierte sein berühmter 
Königshof, der alle anderen überschattete. Keiner übertraf ihn 
an Herrlichkeit, an erlesenem Geschmack und herrschaftlicher 
Verschwendungssucht, keiner tat es ihm darin auch nur gleich. 

                                                
27 Merian, 15. 
28 Friedrich-H. Schregel, Die Romanliteratur der DDR: Erzähltechniken, Leserlenkung, 
Kulturpolitik (Opladen: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1991), 62-70 and 95. 
29 Karolina Kurzak, “Noble faces and beautiful souls: luxury in J.I. Kraszewski’s The 
Countess Cosel,” Australian Slavonic and East European Studies 19.1-2 (2005): 126. 
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In diesem Jahr allerdings erfuhr August eine Niederlage.30 
 
According to Kurzak, August justifies his amorous pursuit of his finance 
minister’s wife, Constantia Hoym (later von Cosel) by arguing for the 
appropriateness of their coupling – her beauty and his power as external 
indications of inner worth mean they make the perfect couple on the political 
stage.31 The deceptiveness of August’s appearance – and conversely the 
strong link between Constantia’s outer beauty and her inner values – 
becomes abundantly clear to Constantia and the reader when he discards 
her. Constantia acknowledges the depth of her disillusionment with the society 
in which she finds herself: 
 

“Glaubt Ihr, ich beklagte den Verlust der Paläste, des Ansehens 
und der Gunst? Nein, mir tut es weh, daß ich auf keine 
Menschenseele mehr bauen kann, daß ich überall Gemeinheit 
sehe, daß ich mich vor mir selbst ekle und mein Selbstvertrauen 
eingebüßt habe. [...] Er war mir Held und Gott zugleich auf 
Erden. Aus dem Helden wurde ein Gaukler, die Gottheit wälzt 
sich in der Gosse... [...]” (GC, 233) 

 
Kraszewski fully develops the symbolic potential of August and Constantia by 
creating a fictional counterfoil character through which to channel much of the 
moral of his tale: Raimund Zaklika. He is physically the mirror-image of August 
and even matches the king’s physical strength, but his air is far more modest 
(GC, 21). The physical similarities starkly underline the social contrast 
between the two men. While August was introduced at the beginning of the 
novel as a man of glamour, power and, ultimately, defeat, Zaklika is so poor 
he cannot purchase the status symbols of his social rank and is not even able 
to afford smart clothing to appear before August (GC, 21). 

Zaklika’s poverty is emasculating, but the reader is already fairly certain of 
his moral virtue, and therefore also his heroism, through the striking contrast 
with August’s negatively drawn character. Kraszewski makes Zaklika so poor 
that he cannot afford to go out and fight for his country as a nobleman, but he 
is given a purpose equivalent to fighting for his country when he sees 
Constantia. When he is charged by August with safeguarding her, 
Kraszewski’s symbolic constellation is complete. Constantia, fallen from grace 
and imprisoned for the rest of her life, represents a Poland essentially rubbed 
out of physical existence and out of the minds of the outside world in the 
nineteenth century. August the Strong is the ‘foreign’ power who has let 
Constantia down and whose attributes are – by contrast with Zaklika's – 
emphatically not Polish. Having fallen for the apparent charms of August, 
which Kurzak characterises as the charms of modernity and the West, 
Constantia/Poland must endure her imprisonment/partition for the sake of 
preserving her honour, virtue and integrity.32 Zaklika is an ideal figure, whose 
modesty, humility, lack of complaint, and self-sacrificing service send an 

                                                
30 Józef Ignacy Kraszewski, Gräfin Cosel: Ein Frauenschicksal am Hofe Augusts des 
Starken, transl. H. Sauer-Žur, 2nd edn. (Berlin: Verlag Neues Leben, 1986 [1978]), 6 
(hereafter cited in the text as GC). 
31 Kurzak, 130. 
32 Ibid, 141-42. 
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exemplary message to Kraszewski’s Polish public. Reduced throughout his 
life to the kind of servitude that is unseemly in a man of his rank, he is 
nevertheless raised up through his ‘undercover’ devotion to Constantia. 
Zaklika is prepared to put his life on the line for her if she demands it. He 
receives very little thanks for this dedication and ultimately he is killed ‘in the 
line of duty’.  

Kurzak’s modern interpretation and the points outlined above are useful 
when considering the reasons why Gräfin Cosel might have been translated 
and published ahead of other novels by Kraszewski in the early years of the 
GDR. The negative image of August, by contrast with Zaklika, his association 
with excessive luxury, and undesirable western values, would have been in 
line with the kind of literary and historical propaganda the GDR wished to 
promulgate. Any perception of the West as more powerful because more 
glamorous than the East could well turn out to be an illusion. Readers in the 
GDR should therefore beware. Moreover, Kraszewski’s own project of building 
a national consciousness for the Poles could be turned to similar purpose for 
the GDR. As a ‘good August’ from their eastern border, the figure of Zaklika 
represents an ideal opportunity for holding up an exemplary figure for the 
behaviour of the newly socialist citizen of the GDR, as modest, moral, 
unassuming, and always working for the best interests of his/her country to 
the point of self-sacrifice. Furthermore, the element of Saxon history would be 
engaging to an East German public.33  

In addition to the translation and serialisation noted above, GDR television 
produced its own adaptation of the trilogy as a TV mini-series of six feature-
length episodes in the 1980s: Sachsens Glanz und Preußens Gloria, 
broadcast over the Christmas and New Year periods of 1985 to 1986, and at 
Christmas 1987. However, the series – and the first two episodes covering 
Kraszewski's Gräfin Cosel in particular – had to navigate a number of 
obstacles before it could be produced and then aired. 

The director, Hans-Joachim Kasprzik, and the scriptwriter, Albrecht Börner, 
drew their inspiration for their mini-series from football fans in the early 1970s, 
who, despite having grown up without (official) regional identities, were clearly 
identifying themselves with regions such as Thuringia and Prussia.34 Dealing 
with the overlooked and ignored topic of the regional and historical dichotomy 
and interactions between Saxony and Prussia was a promising opportunity for 
connecting with popular identifiers as well as for reconsidering the negative 
contemporary judgement of Prussia's role in German history, for which 
Kraszewski’s novels seemed ideal.35 

However, the production process proved difficult, as the production team 
had to contend with the contradictory preferences of a series of divisional 
managers regarding the format, debates about the acceptability of Kraszewski 
as a ‘bourgeois’ author, and the issue of actors leaving the GDR for the 
                                                
33 Schregel, 95. 
34 Palmowski shows that, while the GDR might have been referred to by ordinary citizens as 
a single country, cultural identity remained with the Länder. See Palmowski, 179. 
35 Albrecht Börner, Sachsens Glanz und Preußens Gloria (Jena and Quedlinburg: Dr. Bussert 
& Stadeler, 2007), 326-327; Dirk Jungnickel, “‘Sachsens Glanz und Preussens Gloria’: 
Werkstattgespräch mit Albrecht Börner zur Stoffentwicklung und Entstehungsgeschichte unter 
besonderer Berücksichtigung des Preußenbildes in der DDR,” in Der Wandel des 
Preußenbildes in den DDR-Medien, ed. Rainer Waterkamp (Bonn: Bundeszentrale für 
politische Bildung, 1997), 19. 
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FRG.36 Funding was a particular problem as other more politically acceptable 
films were given priority. Kasprzik and Börner proposed a number of scenarios 
in which their project could still go ahead, though considerably compromised. 
In the end, on the basis that it would be least damaging to the depiction of the 
relationship between Saxony and Prussia, it was decided to omit the first two 
episodes, that is, the entirety of Gräfin Cosel.37 This was a hard decision 
precisely because of its recognised popularity as a text and thus its 
usefulness as a way to introduce the audience to more difficult material.38 As 
a result of the popularity of the films, both in the GDR and elsewhere, 
however, it was decided that the omission should be rectified, and the Gräfin 
Cosel episodes were filmed and broadcast two years later. It is in this film that 
the audience most encounters August the Strong. Indeed, the weakness of his 
son, August III, in the other four parts becomes most striking only in 
conjunction with the portrayal of August the Strong in Gräfin Cosel. 

Certain scenes make this point clear and are evidently set up as 
contrasting parallels: the opening images of Gräfin Cosel present August the 
Strong with his back to the camera and facing an elaborate mirror, dressed 
impressively in full armour and a robe. Looking over his shoulder into the 
mirror, the viewer watches him reach for a crown and place it on his own 
head. He is alone in the room. The scene then cuts to a coronation, showing 
row upon row of courtiers, before August's exit as king of Poland cues the 
opening titles of the film. The next scene gives the lie to this grandeur as an 
expression of power by displaying August's defeat at the hands of Karl XII.39 
By contrast, August III is never portrayed as anything other than weak-willed: 
the second part of Brühl opens with August III’s coronation and a similar shot 
of August III standing before a mirror, in full coronation regalia, and with a 
crown and orb next to him. August III reaches for the crown, but he hesitates, 
and neither raises it nor places it on his head. Instead of standing alone, 
August III has his ministers in attendance.40 The cycle therefore implies that 
the strength of Saxony, despite military defeats under August the Strong, will 
deteriorate under August III, that the political future of the country under 
August the Strong was more certain, or at least in more secure hands. This 
does not mean, though, that August the Strong is portrayed as a positive 
figure. Gräfin Cosel shows August to be initially quite ruthless about taking 
decisive action he knows will be unpopular, even in defeat at the hands of Karl 
XII of Sweden. August declares, for example, that he cannot shy away from 
violating the nobility's traditional exemption from taxation. But he increasingly 
neglects matters of state in favour of drowning his political sorrows in frivolity 
and sex: it is while he is away in Flanders that his mistress, Constantia von 
Cosel, becomes heavily involved in directing matters of state, in particular the 
raising of revenue. This initiates the plotting to bring about her downfall. The 
situation by no means indicates that August is entirely defeated as a political 

                                                
36 Börner, 327-28. 
37 Ibid, 328. 
38 Jungnickel, 27. 
39 Sachsens Glanz und Preußens Gloria, part 1 of 6 “Gräfin Cosel”, broadcast December 25, 
1987. Directed by Hans-Joachim Kasprizk (DEFA: 1985-1987). 
40 Sachsens Glanz und Preußens Gloria, part 4 of 6 “Brühl”, broadcast December 22, 1985; 
the parallel is confirmed in the text adaptation of the film script by Albrecht Börner. See 
Börner, 169. 
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and military force in Europe, as among the final scenes of Gräfin Cosel are 
the military manœuvres put on display by August for the benefit of his 
Prussian neighbour, the so-called Zeithainer Lager. While Frederick’s 
ministers mutter to him that this is all simply empty showing off and the Saxon 
army has had its day, Frederick drily comments that the soldiers still seem to 
have a pretty good aim.41 This first part of the film cycle finishes by showing 
August the Strong as having brought Saxony into a relatively strong position 
in the relationship between Saxony and Prussia. He is by no means a 
straightforwardly negative character, and, much like the characters of the 
Prussian kings, he is shown to be both a successful as well as an 
unsuccessful ruler, and capable of cruelty in his personal life. In this respect, it 
is unsurprising to learn that the filmmakers worked closely with the historian 
Karl Czok, whose evaluation of August the Strong closely resembles his 
depiction in Sachsens Glanz und Preußens Gloria. 

In addition to the more nuanced depiction of August the Strong is the 
striking absence of Kraszewski’s fictional contrast to the Saxon elector, 
Raimund Zaklika. He is replaced in this adaptation with the (also fictional) 
German nobleman, Olaf von Rosen, who is given no similarity to August 
whatsoever. Kraszewski’s main intention of encouraging a Polish national 
consciousness is thereby entirely excluded from Kasprzik’s film and the plot – 
and any underlying message it holds for the audience – becomes entirely 
Germano-centric. Therefore, although both Kraszewski’s novel and Kasprzik’s 
film deal with issues of national identity, they do so in markedly different ways, 
Kasprzik eschewing Kraszewski’s extreme symbolism for greater exploration 
of the historical figures and relationships bound up with the idea of ‘state’. The 
Germano-centric nature of the films, even if restricted to East German 
regions, also seems to indicate that the need to forge or maintain links with 
political neighbours has receded in the 1980s, to be replaced with peculiarly 
German questions of identity. 

The trajectory taken by the depiction of August the Strong in the GDR does 
not go from straightforwardly negative to cautiously positive like the 
historiography of other figures of the period, in particular Frederick the Great. 
The reaction against Frederick the Great after the Second World War could 
not take place in similar vein against August the Strong. August did not have 
to solely represent the negative aspects of royal power and culture. This is not 
to say that he was not a controversial figure in GDR historiography, but that 
the historical August was, as it were, located in the congruence of contested 
historical space, both in terms of the material history and in terms of the 
historical identity of the GDR. The tensions inherent in this situation made 
August a remarkably flexible symbolic figure in the GDR. As a figure who had 
had little posthumous influence on the formation of Germany as a whole, but 
with a considerable regional impact as ruler of Saxony and to the east, and 
because of the special place that was accorded Dresden and Saxony by the 
SED from the beginning, he opened up a range of possibilities for GDR 
writers of both ‘low’ and ‘high brow’ literature and the authorities to explore 
what they thought their socialist society should (or should not) be throughout 
the GDR’s forty years. 

                                                
41 Sachsens Glanz und Preußens Gloria, parts 1 and 2 of 6 “Gräfin Cosel”, broadcast 
December 25, 1987 and December 27, 1987. 
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